Redefine Your
Boundaries
with the latest furniture collection from Godfrey Syrett
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We’re a designer and manufacturer of furniture
solutions for a wide range of companies, servicing
sectors across the UK from our base in the North
East of England.
We specialise in creating inspirational workspaces with furniture that meets the
needs of its users; from collaborative and easily-adjustable layouts, to areas
for individual focused work, and traditional office spaces. We pride ourselves
on our full-service approach; managing the whole process from designing and
manufacturing furniture, to delivering and installing on site.

Hello we’re
Godfrey Syrett

We’d like to invite you to ‘Redefine Your Boundaries’ with Isla, our innovative
seating range which, as well as creating a comfortable seating area, also
creates an engaging design feature. We are also very excited to present Eze,
a chair designed for collaborative and touchdown spaces, designed by Norbert
Geelen and supplied to the UK market exclusively by Godfrey Syrett.
Our stand is a sanctuary of block colour, with each shade defining the space for
an individual product range.
We’re a friendly bunch, and we’d love to see you on our stand. Come along
to feel the fabrics, test the furniture, and chat to our knowledgeable and
passionate team!
With much furniture love,
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Introducing Isla
no-one is an island

Isla is a flexible, adaptable seating range;
designed for the modern workspace.
Spaces today are continually less distinct, with little definition between work
and rest areas. A single furniture layout may need to accommodate many
different tasks, from focused individual work and collaborative sessions to
relaxation and down time. As a result, users need spaces that can be easily
adapted to suit the task in hand.
Isla has been developed in response to this changing landscape. A fluid system,
it can be used as individual seating units; or as a combination of elements
to create island chains. Due to the innovative accessory attachment system,
reconfiguration can be easily achieved for an adaptive working environment.
Isla is an ideal solution for commercial spaces within growing companies,
and for staff and student breakout areas in universities; with a choice
of booths, tall seating or sofa setup, and a range of accessories
including side and coffee tables.
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Molly

harmonious design
Molly is a comprehensive family of fully
upholstered, armless lounge chairs. A variety of
frame options and fabrics can be used to create
different looks, whilst maintaining a harmonious
design thread through a scheme.
The range sits well alongside our Jude coffee and dining tables; as well as
conference and meeting room tables.
Thanks to the vast range of frames available - 8 in total - Molly will work
perfectly in corporate and higher education environments.
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Mr Jones

striking and sophisticated
Italian by design and an iF award winner, Mr Jones
is a soft seating range that is as striking as it is
sophisticated. Relaxed, contoured lines hint at
Mr. Jones’ supreme comfort, and its distinctive
shape ensures that it’ll make an impact in any
environment.
Mr Jones is available as a 1 or 2-seater sofa, or can be configured using a
series of modular elements to create a feature installation.
The addition of a four-star wooden swivelling base enhances the Mr Jones
range; suiting well with the rest of the family to enhance reception, breakout
and office spaces.
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Eze

simple and bold

Eze is an occasional task chair which is ideally
suited to conference spaces, touchdown and
breakout areas, or meeting rooms. Initially
inspired by the tapered shape of a wine glass, the
backframe embraces the chair in one simple, bold
movement; defining its posture and creating a
sophisticated and flowing surface.
Eze is perfectly suited to collaborative applications, touchdown working
environments, in visitor areas, or as a light work chair.
Designed by Norbert Geelen, Eze is supplied exclusively to the UK market
by Godfrey Syrett.
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Harry & Ken
visually light

Our Ken stools and Harry tables are named
after the founders of our company, and were
launched in commemoration of our 70th
anniversary in 2017.
They are designed to sit comfortably together, or complement larger, soft
seating ranges like Isla. The skid base, combined with a minimal design
aesthetic, allows them to suite in with other product ranges offering a similar
leg style.
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Bob Muir

Shona
Cushnahan

Michael
Kildare

Kevin
Thompson

Norbert
Geelen

Orlandini
Design

Bob graduated the Design for
Industry course at Northumbria
University in 2013, joining
Godfrey Syrett as Product
Designer shortly after.

A recent addition to Godfrey
Syrett’s Product Design team;
Shona joins us from a background
in Product Development for a soft
seating specialist. She graduated
from Northumbria University in
2015 with a degree in 3D Design:
Furniture and Product.

Mike graduated from the South
Glamorgan Institute of Higher
Education in 1989, with an
Honours degree in Industrial
Design (Engineering). He joined
Godfrey Syrett the following year.

Kevin graduated from Newcastle
Polytechnic (now Northumbria
University) in 1977, and joined
Godfrey Syrett that same year.

Norbert graduated with a degree
in Industrial Design from the
University of Essen in Germany.
Following a successful partnership
with Robert Kilders, he established
Norbert Geelen Industrial Design
in 2005.

Orlandini Design was established
in 2009 by Paolo Orlandini. With
many years’ experience in the
industry, Paolo brought together
a team of young creatives and
designers to form a new design
studio - a perfect combination
of past experience and new
technology.

Bob’s interest lies in creating
minimal, robust and sustainable
products; with an emphasis on
ease of maintenance and repair.
Bob is the creative mind behind
Isla, our adaptable and innovative
sofa system which will preview at
Clerkenwell Design Week 2018.
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Shona’s expertise is in bespoke
manufacturing, and the technical
aspects of taking a product from
concept to reality.
Since joining Godfrey Syrett;
Shona has worked alongside
Bob to support him with the
development of the Isla sofa
system.

Fast approaching his 30th
anniversary with the company,
Mike was instrumental in the
introduction of Godfrey Syrett’s
first official desking range; and
he has championed this product
offer ever since.
With a technical approach to
design, Mike has developed
the Volume range to create a
clean and minimalist approach
to storage.

With a degree in 3D Design:
Furniture; Kevin has worked on
a variety of product ranges in
his time with the company,
and currently focuses on our
seating offer.
Kevin was heavily involved in the
introduction of Molly and Mr Jones
to our product portfolio.

Norbert is the designer behind
the Eze chair, an occasional task
chair with sophisticated presence,
which is officially launching to the
UK market at Clerkenwell Design
Week 2018.

Orlandini Design pride themselves
on creating furniture that is both
innovative and economical. Their
Mr Jones seating range, with a
wooden swivel base, won an iF
Design award in 2016.
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Tel: (0191) 640 8814
Planet Place, Killingworth, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE12 6DY
www.godfreysyrett.co.uk
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